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INTRODUCTION 

The performances of the superconducting weak links are defined by 
their current-phase relation in many aspects. In general the Cooper pair cur
rent through the weak link /p can be written in the form: 

00 

[p = L Im sin mcp, [I J 
m=l 

where r,p- is the phase difference of the order parameter across the Josephson 
junction. In case the high quality Josephson junction parts with m > I are 
ignored and the current-phase relation is sinusoidal: 

lp(<p) = lcsin<p, [2] 

where Ia- is the critical current of the weak link. The equation [2] is included 
in the basic equation of the RSJ-model (I ,2) for the current flowing through 
the weak link: 

[3] 
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where RF- is the normal resistance of the junction; C- its capacitanct·; h

Planck's constant, e- the charge of the electron; h,- is the fluctu<ttion current 

produced by RF· 
The nonsinusoidal current-phase relation may lead to tlw violation of 

the l,tSJ-model and complication of the weak link behavior. It may cause 

.a dramatical degradation of the performances based on the .Josephson effect 

devices. In case of SQUIDs it may be the reason of the SQUID intrinsic 

noise increasing (3). That is why it is desirable to investigate this rdatiou to 

optimize the technological process or the Joscpbson devices manufacturing;. 

METHOD OF THE MEASUREMENTS 

There arc various methods to investigate IF(<;). At prescllt the .Joseph

son devices arc used at the temperature of 100 /(and more, awl it is important 

to chouse the method for every casP. The Vincent-Deaver approach for indirect 

measurements proposed in ( 1) is suitable over tht~ wide tempcratun~ range and 

can be used for the conventional and bigh- Tc supe.rconductor weak liuk esti

mations (5,6). This method consists jn measuring a small signal impedance of 

the weak links incorporated in the rf SQUIDs operating in the strongly JJOTl

hysteretic mode. A model of the weak link embedded in a supcrcondncting 

ring coupled to the tank circuit LTCr, is shown in Fig.l (7). As usual we 

neglect the Josephso11 junction capacitance. Phase dependent inductor .C(<;) 

of the weak link is connected with the pair current Ip flowing through it: 

£(<p) = !:._ (dlp(<p))-1 
2e d<p 

[4] 

Thus, we are able to calculate the current phase relation I p( <.p) to in

vestigate the influence of .C(I.P) on the tank curcuit. 

The calculation:.; arc carried out as follows (7). l.q is measured before 

hand. If Lr is known, values .Rr and Cr may be defined from the mcasuremeuts 

of the tank resonance frequency w0 and quality factor Qo. Mutual inductann· 

M between LT and the SQUID loop inductance Lis ddermiucd hy nw<lnsuring 

of the variation period of the tank voltage Vr when LT is supplied with de cur

rent lvc· Then effective inductance LEFF and rcsi.'ltance H.BFF an~ calculated 

at different values of externally applied flux lllvc using [.J] and [6) to measure 

quality factor Q and resonance frequeucy w: 

[5] 
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W= [6] 

Substituting all tlw ahove valucs in equations [7] and [8] one can oL•t<Jin 

L(<I>Dc) and R(<l>vc): 

L = (R£FF- R,.)'L' +w'[M' + (LeFF- Lr)L]' 

-w2 (L£FF- Lr)[M2 + (LEFF- LT)L]- (Rc;FF -lfT)2 L' 

R = (RMF- Rr)'L' +w'[M' + (J,EFF- Lr)L]2 

(liEn-- Rr )M2 

[7] 

[8] 

The transfer to argument <p can be obtained by means of Bllnwrica.l 

integration with relation [9]: 

$""[ L l- 1 

~?(<l>vc) = j 1 + L(<l>vc) d<l>vc-
o 

[9] 

The11 the current phase relatiou is calculated with equation [4]. 

SYSTEM DESIGN 

In this paper a system for these mcasurenwnts is described. Since 

these investigations h<tvc required many measurements, we decided to make 

them automatic. The functioiial diagram of the computer-controlled system 

is givc11 in Fig.2. The system includes a voltage controlled de current supply, 

a voltagP tuned rf oscillator, a phase shifter, a wideband rf amplifier with the 

first cooled ~tage operating at 4-300 I<, a phase-sensitive detector, a low-pass 

filter, two digital~analog 12 hit converters (DAC) and an analog~digita1 12 bit 

converter (ADC). 
The amplifier (Fig.:l) utilizes a cooled GaAs transistor V1 as the input 

device in a cascade configuration. The first and second stages of the cascodc 

are constructed with different .source.-; to select the best transistor rcgimfS. 

The load of the second stage is the cascodc in analogy with (8). The cas~ 

code amplifi(T is followed hy two stages of emitter followers to provide the 500 

imp(•dancc drive for tlw output <tmplifiers. Two silicon bipolar 5011 amplifiers 

are used for the output stages (INA-02184 1 Avantck). Two types of GaAs tran

si~tors \V(~re tested as the cooled amplifier- AP:354G-2 (NPO "Saturn", Kiev, 

Ukraine) and ATF~10136. The white noise 1evd was less than 0.6 nVfllz112 

and 0.5 n Vj II z 112 at 4.2 I<, accordingly. The frequency response is flat in the 

range bctwccnlO and 80 Ml/z_ 
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A vector voltnwter was utilizPd as phase-sensitive detectors to measure 
th<• maguitudc and phase shift angle of the tank voltage relative to input drive 
signaL The other parts of the system are typical. 

SYSTEM OPERATION 

The system OJWrates as follows. The first digital-to-analog converter 
DACI controlled by a computer sets up the control voltage for tbt> de cur
rPnt supply corresponding the cPrtain de current I DC ( Fig.l ). The currPnt 
Inc d<'termincs the external nux <Pvc inside the loop of the SQUID. Then 
witb DAC2 the frequency of the rf-oscillator is changed and the amplitude-to
frcqtwncy curve of the tank circuit LyC:y coupl<'d to the SQUID is investigated. 
Tlw phase shifter compcnsatt•s the phase shift ill the input curcuit and ampli
fier. The low pctss filtn follows t.he dt•tedor. The data sampled wit\~ tlw ADC 
il,JT stored in tb(' PC for i"nrtlwr pron·ssing. These nwasun'ments are n•pt'ilted 
for different t•xt<·rnal nwp;udic flt·ld <t>m~. The time constant of th<' low-pass 
filter is ratiH'r big (5- 10 s) and to dt•cn•asc tlw time of nwasurenH'JJt.s we have 
used the method described in (8). The syst('m is able to measure the phase
dependent quasiparticle current l,('P) = C:(<p)V, where C:(<p) = 1/ H(<p)- is a 
phase-dcpPild<'Jit conducta.ncC', V is a voltagt• across the junction. But usually 
we have investigatt>d the high-'/(; jundio11s in liquid nitrogen a11d due to tht> 
great nois<', there was a nmsidt·rahle Prror of the measurements, and that is 
why they havP not lwt·n carri('d up. 

Fig.4 illustrates tlw nwasl!rf'IIH'Ilt results of the amplitudt•-to-frequcucy 
curves. V\'~~ h;we nwasured a BiPbSrCaC110 weak link emlwddc·d in <L halk 
SQUID (10). The results of tlw calculations is sho\VIl in Fig.S. T\w current
phase relation of this .Josephson junctiou is nearly sinusoidal. 
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